
A  overview of year 5’s presentation from Dr. Phil Smith

“Living things feeling poorly”

First, we played a game called find the plant. We guessed whether particular foods came from 
plants. They were:

Potatoes- plant

Flour- plant [wheat]

Bananas - plant

Egg- Not a plant

Raisins- plant [grapes]

Rice- plant

He told us that the plant that rice comes from is actually one of the most important plants on the 
earth, because it feeds so many people.

Next, we played another game called parts of plants. We identified which part of plants we would 
eat.

Lettuce-leaves 

Potatoes- tuber

Raisins-fruit                            

Tomato-fruit

Banana-fruit

Cinnamon-bark

Rice-grains

When we get sick, doctors can look for symptoms, or “clues” to do with our illness. Like:

Skin= A thick barrier for our body against diseases. When skin breaks, infection can tunnel its way 
in. We can also tell a doctor if we feel nauseous or if we have a headache.

However, plants cannot tell us when they think they have a disease. So, Dr. Smith started to train 
us up to be “plant doctors.”

Dr. Smith told us that if a plant is healthy, it will be green and shiny, and stand particularly upright. 
He also explained that if a plant is sick, it may have patches of yellow, white and even brown. 
Specifically, maple leaves end up with many black patches, called tar spots. The most severe of 
these, would be yellow rust disease, which, as the name suggests, is an illness involving plants 
coming up in small yellow spores, which look like rust. This is a fungal disease. Plant illness, as it 
spreads around the world, affects us humans as well. More plant disease= less crop fields, which 
lead to higher prices of foods.



Finally, at the beginning of the session, we also looked at Quorn [veggie] mince. Despite it being 
mince, it did not come from animals since its vegetarian. It is actually made of fungi!! Don’t let this 
put you off eating it though, as some fungi is good and some is poisonous. Also, year 5’s current 
topic is ancient Maya civilization, and we learnt that part of the reason that Mayans burned their 
crops was to prevent plant disease.

A big thank you to Dr. Phil Smith for coming to teach us!

By Sienna Thompson, RL5


